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An asynchronous parallel revisedsimplex algorithmJ. A. J. Hall K. I. M. McKinnon2nd September 1995AbstractThis paper describes a asynchronous variant of the revised simplexmethod which is suitable for parallel implementation on MIMDcomputers with fast inter-processor communication. The methodoverlaps simplex iterations on di�erent processors. Candidates toenter the basis are tentatively selected using reduced costs whichmay be out of date. Later the up-to-date reduced costs of thetentative candidates are calculated and candidates are either discardedor accepted to enter the basis. The implementation of this algorithmon a Cray T3D is described and results demonstrating signi�cantspeed-up are presented.1 IntroductionLinear programming (LP) is a widely applicable technique both in its ownright and as a sub-problem in the solution of other optimization problems.The revised simplex method and the barrier method are the two e�cientmethods for general LP problems on serial machines. There have beensuccessful parallel implementations of the barrier method but as yet littleprogress has been reported on parallel methods based on the revised simplexalgorithm. In contexts where families of related LP problems have to besolved, such as in integer programming and decomposition methods, therevised simplex method is the more e�cient method, so there is strongmotivation to devise a parallel version of this method.The major computational steps in the revised simplex method aredescribed later in this section and general approaches to exploitingparallelism are discussed. The particular approach to exploiting parallelismwhich is considered in this paper is to overlap simplex iterations performed on1



a number of iteration processors, with an additional invert processor devotedto calculating a factored inverse of simplex basis matrices.Candidates for variables to enter the basis are tentatively selected usingthe most recently available reduced costs, and the true reduced costs forthese columns are calculated cheaply later before �nally deciding whetheror not they will enter the basis. The e�ectiveness of the method relies onthere being some persistence in the values of the reduced costs in the courseof a small number of iterations. The algorithm is a variant of the simplexmethod and as such follows a single path on the surface of the feasible region.This requires the coordination of the basis change decisions among all theprocessors.A parallel algorithm and a description of its implementation on a CrayT3D are given in Section 2. Results demonstrating signi�cant speed-upfor problems from the Netlib test set [3] are presented in Section 2.5 andconclusions are discussed in Section 3.1.1 BackgroundThe two main variants of the simplex method are the standard simplexmethod and the revised simplex method. Although early versions of therevised simplex method used an explicit form of the inverse, this wasquickly replaced by methods based on a factored form of the inverse. Mostimportant LP problems are large (some with tens of thousands of variablesand constraints) and sparse (the coe�cient matrix has about six non-zerosper column). An important point to note is that for large sparse problemsthe standard simplex and the explicit inverse form of the revised simplexare completely uncompetitive in speed compared with the revised simplexmethod when a factored form of the inverse is used. They are also much lessstable numerically.There have been several studies such as those by Luo et. al in [9] andStunkel in [11] which have implemented either the standard form of thesimplex or the revised simplex with the inverse of the basis matrix stored asa full matrix. Both methods parallelise well but, as noted above, are so badfor large sparse problems, that the results are a lot slower than a good serialimplementation.A simple parallel implementation of the revised simplex method using asparse LU decomposition is described by Shu and Wu in [10]. However theyonly parallelise the PRICE operation and report little or no speed-up overtheir serial implementation. 2



BTRAN: Form �T = cTBB�1.PRICE: Calculate the reduced costs ĉTN = cTN � �TN .CHUZC: Scan ĉN for the best candidate q to enter the basis.If no such candidate exists then exit (optimality).FTRAN: Form âq = B�1aq, where aq is column q of A.CHUZR: Scan the ratios b̂iâiq for a good candidate to leave the basis,where b̂ = B�1b (ratio test).If fgrowth in factorsg thenINVERT: Find a factored inverse of B.elseUPDATE: Update the inverse of B corresponding to the basis change.endif Figure 1: The revised simplex method1.2 The revised simplex methodA linear programming problem has the formmaximize f = cTxsubject to x � 0 (1)Ax = bwhere x 2 IRn and b 2 IRm:At any stage in the simplex method the variables are partitioned into twosets, basic variables xB and nonbasic variables xN. The set of basic variablesis referred to as the basis. If the problem is partitioned correspondinglythen the objective function is f = cTBxB + cTNxN , the constraints are BxB +NxN = b and the basis matrix B is nonsingular. Each basic variable isidenti�ed with a particular row of the constraint matrixA, and each nonbasicvariable is identi�ed with a particular column of the matrix N . The majorcomputational steps of the revised simplex method are illustrated in Figure 1.At the beginning of an iteration of the revised simplex method it isassumed that a factored inverse of the basis matrix B is available, i.e.elementary row or column matrices M1;M2; :::Mr are known such thatB�1 = M1M2:::Mr. The �rst operation is the calculation of the dual variables�T = cTBB�1 by passing backwards through the factors of B�1, an operationknown as BTRAN. This is followed by the PRICE operation, which is asparse matrix-vector product which yields the reduced costs of the nonbasic3



variables. These reduced costs are scanned in the operation known as CHUZCto �nd a good candidate q, say, to enter the basis. This procedure wastraditionally based on the Dantzig criterion of selecting the candidate withthe largest reduced cost. For many problems it is more e�cient to use anexact or approximate steepest edge criteria, as described by Harris in [8] andby Goldfarb and Reid in [6]. However a discussion of these techniques in theparallel context is beyond the scope of this paper.In order to determine the basic variable which would be replaced bythe candidate to enter the basis it is necessary to calculate the column ofthe standard simplex tableau corresponding to this candidate. This pivotalcolumn âq = B�1aq, where aq is column q of the constraint matrix A, isformed by passing forward through the factors of B�1, an operation known asFTRAN. The row corresponding to the leaving variable is determined by theCHUZR operation which scans the ratios b̂i=âiq, where b̂ = B�1b is the vectorof current values of the basic variables. Traditionally the leaving variable isthat corresponding to the smallest non-negative ratio since this ensures thatno variable exceeds its bounds. However it is preferable to use a selectioncriterion based on �nding the most numerically advantageous candidate fromthose which lead to bound violations which are su�ciently small. Suchtechniques are described by Harris in [8] and by Gill et al in [5] and areof particular advantage in the parallel revised simplex method algorithmsdiscussed in this paper. This is because in the parallel algorithm there arealways factors in the current invert which date from before the most recentreinversion, and this leads to a reduction in numerical stability.Once a basis change has occurred, the inverse of the current basis matrixis updated unless it is either more e�cient or necessary for numerical stabilityto �nd a new factored inverse. Various methods are possible for the UPDATEoperation. Let us denote the basis invert produced by INVERT by B0 andthe inverse k basis changes later by Bk. The simplest form of update is theproduct form update [2], which represents B�1k asS�1k�1 : : : S�10 B�10 : (2)The matrix Sj is an elementary column matrix whose only non unit columnis simply derived from the vector âq for the variable to enter the basis inthat iteration. The Bartels-Golub and Forrest-Tomlin updates modify thefactors of B0 in order to reduce the size of the factored inverse of Bk. Updateprocedures based on the use of a Schur complement are described by Gill etal in [4]. 4
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INVERT INVERTC: CHUZC R: CHUZR U: UPDATEFigure 2: Overlapping INVERT with simplex iterations1.3 General approaches to parallelising the revisedsimplex methodWith the exception of INVERT, the computational steps of the revisedsimplex method, as presented in Figure 1, cannot be performedindependently. The immediate scope for parallelism is, therefore, todedicate one processor to performing the INVERT operations and anotherto performing simplex iterations. This is illustrated by the Gantt chart inFigure 2.Note that this approach also results in an increased frequency of INVERT.This reduces the size of the factors of the inverse, leading to a reduction inthe time required for BTRAN and FTRAN. One consequence of this approachis that the basis matrix which is inverted is no longer current when INVERTis complete since basis changes have occurred as a result of simplex iterationsperformed on the other processor. Thus, before it can be used to performBTRAN and FTRAN, it must be brought up-to-date with respect to thesebasis changes. This issue is discussed by Hall and McKinnon in [7] where,due to the cost of bringing the inverse up-to-date, it is concluded that theuse of Bartels-Golub or Forrest-Tomlin updates is inappropriate. However,when product form or Schur complement update procedures are used. theinverse can be brought up-to-date in an e�cient manner.The e�ciency of simply overlapping INVERT with simplex iterations ofthis approach is limited due to the fact that INVERT usually accounts forless than 10% of execution time for a serial LP code. Set against the savingis the overhead due to communicating the factored inverse and bringing itup-to-date.Any parallel algorithm for the revised simplex method must either exploitparallelism within computational steps of the revised simplex method oroverlap computational steps. For sparse problems, although it is easyto parallelise PRICE, CHUZC and CHUZR, the parallelism which may beexploited within BTRAN and FTRAN is limited, very �ne grained and hardto achieve. For this reason the algorithm described in Section 2 exploits5



parallelism by using several processors to overlap the computational stepsrequired to perform simplex iterations, and using one further processor toperform inverts.2 An asynchronous parallel algorithmThe path followed by the simplex method is determined by the sequence ofpairs of variables entering and leaving the basis. Except in degenerate ornear degenerate iterations there is no choice in the variable to leave the basis(in CHUZR). There is however normally considerable exibility in the choiceof variable to enter the basis (in CHUZC) and indeed, as mentioned earlier,di�erent schemes have been proposed for this. Provided the variable has anegative reduced cost, a valid simplex iteration will occur. Once the FTRANis complete the reduced cost for that variable, q say, can be calculated fromcq � cTBâq, which is a quick operation. One possible strategy is thereforeto make a tentative choice of the column to enter the basis, perform theFTRAN operation and then check the reduced cost. If the column has anegative reduced cost then the iteration can continue, and if not the columnhas to be rejected and the work done in performing the FTRAN is wasted.The parallel algorithm proposed in this section exploits parallelism byoverlapping computational steps which are executed sequentially rather thanby exploiting parallelism within any individual computational step. At anystage where a processor is idle it is given a tentative candidate to enter thebasis using the most up-to-date reduced costs which are available. Whenevera basis change occurs, BTRAN and PRICE are performed in order to obtaina new set of reduced costs. This produces the most up-to-date reduced costspossible. However, for some classes of problem it may be better to calculatethe reduced costs less frequently and accept reduced costs which are evenmore out-of-date than is inevitable in an asynchronous algorithm.2.1 Overlapping simplex iterationsOne invert processor performs INVERT and p iteration processors perform thecomputational steps required to determine iterations of the revised simplexmethod. When an iteration processor receives a tentative candidate to enterthe basis it performs FTRAN and then brings the pivotal column (and thevalues of the basic variables) up-to-date with respect to basis changes whichhave been received from other processors during the course of FTRAN. Thebasis change is determined by CHUZR and then the basis change and thepivotal column are broadcast to the other iteration processors so that they6
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INVERTINVERTC: CHUZC R: CHUZR U: UPDATE A: APPLYFigure 3: Overlapping simplex iterationscan bring themselves up-to-date. The basis change is then sent to the invertprocessor where it will be incorporated into the next basis matrix to beinverted. The processor which has just completed CHUZR now calculatesreduced costs with respect to the new basis by performing BTRAN andPRICE.This regular overlapping of iterations is illustrated in Figure 3 for the casewhen p = 4. Iteration processor i determines the basis change associated withiterations i, p+i, 2p+i, : : :. As a result, the reduced cost of a chosen columnis p� 1 basis changes out-of-date when that column enters the basis.2.2 Limit on speedup by overlapping iterationsThere are a number of factors which limit the speedup which can be achievedby overlapping iterations as illustrated in Figure 3. These are duplicatedwork, wasted work, communication time and an increase in the number ofiterations with increasing number of processors.Let the average time required to perform one of each of the simplexoperations BTRAN, PRICE, CHUZC, FTRAN, CHUZR and UPDATE bedenoted by S, the time for FTRAN by F , the time for CHUZR by R, andthe time taken to apply a basis change received from another processor,APPLY, by A. The number of simplex iterations required to solve a problemdepends on the number of processors p and will be denoted by Np. Sincethe reduced cost of a column is not up-to-date when the variable enters thebasis, this column may well not be the best candidate to enter the basis inthe particular iteration, so using of out-of-date costs is expected to increasethe number of iterations required to solve the LP problem. It is also possiblethat the column no longer has a negative reduced cost, in which case it must7



be discarded, so that FTRAN is wasted. The number of wasted FTRANsdepends on p and will be denoted by np. The more out of date the costs arethe more wasted FTRANs will occur. The variation of Np and np with p ishighly problem-dependent.Neglecting communication, and assuming all operations can beoverlapped, the time taken to perform these simplex iterations using piteration processors isT̂ (p) = Npp (S + (p� 1)A) + npp FSo long as Np and np increase less than linearly with p, this tends to thelimitA as p!1. A is the time of an APPLY operation, and this is the onlysigni�cant duplicated work in the algorithm. Note that the APPLY operationis a very small proportion of the work of an iteration.Since CHUZR cannot be started on one processor until the previousCHUZR has been performed on another processor and the resulting basischange has been communicated, received and applied, the time for theseoperations limits the maximum rate at which simplex iterations can beperformed. The makespan of the algorithm is therefore given byT (p) = max(T̂ (p); Np(A+R));and, as the number of processors is increased, Np(A+R) becomes the limitingtime to solve solve the LP problem.2.3 An asynchronous parallel algorithmThe algorithm presented below in Figures 4-7 allows simplex iterations tobe overlapped using p iteration processors. The algorithm ensures thatcandidates are chosen from the most up-to-date reduced costs available andmaintains processor activity in the event of candidates being found to beunattractive.Clearly no two processors should simultaneously be forming the standardsimplex tableau column for the same candidate variable. Initially it ispossible to distribute the p most attractive candidates over all the iterationprocessors. However, as soon as one basis change has been determined, itis no longer straightforward to decide which candidate to choose accordingto the new set of reduced costs. It is quite likely that the most attractivecandidate is currently being processed by one of the other processors. Whatis required is some mechanism to �lter out the attractive candidates whichhave been chosen by other processors but which have not yet entered the8



RepeatRepeatApply basis changeuntil fAll basis changes received have been appliedgINVERTSend new factored inverseuntil fSimplex algorithm terminatesgFigure 4: Invert processorbasis. In the algorithm presented below, a set of the most attractive columnsnot currently chosen as candidates to enter the basis is determined aftereach basis change. Not only does this provide the next chosen column forthe processor on which the corresponding reduced costs were calculated butthe most up-to-date set provides a pool of immediately-available attractivecandidates in the event of a candidate chosen previously proving to beunattractive.Once a basis change has been determined, the indices of the variablesentering and leaving the basis, together with the corresponding pivotalcolumn, are communicated to all other iteration processors. Since the timerequired to perform FTRAN for di�erent candidates can vary signi�cantly,it is quite possible for two processors to have received and applied all basischanges which have been determined. A management scheme is necessaryto determine which of these processors performs CHUZR and which waits toreceive the basis change from the other.Although it is logically possible to manage column selection and basischanges by passing short fast messages between the iteration processors, forease of implementation it was decided to use two additional processors inorder to perform these management tasks. These processors are largely idleand their role is expected to be eliminated in future parallel implementations.2.4 ImplementationA parallel revised simplex code using the algorithm described above has beenwritten for the Cray T3D based at Edinburgh University. This machine hasa very high ratio of communication to computation speed. The SHMEMsuite of inter-processor communication routines allow a bandwidth of upto 120MB/s with negligible latency. The processing elements are DecAlpha chips with 30Mop peak performance. However, this computationalperformance will not be approached due to the indirect addressing of arrays9



ki = 0BTRANPRICELet q be the ith most attractive candidateRepeatIf fReceived a new factored inverseg Install new factored inverseFTRAN1 ContinueRepeatupdate âqupdate ĉqupdate b̂update eta �leapply basis changeki := ki + 1until fAll basis changes received have been appliedgIf fĉq > 0g thenSend a message that the candidate is unattractiveelseSend an o�er to perform CHUZRWait for a reply to o�erIf fO�er acceptedg thenCHUZRSend basis change and pivotal column to other workersSend basis change to master and column selection managerUPDATEki := ki + 1BTRANPRICEChoose a set of the most attractive candidatesSend the most attractive candidateselseWait to receive next basis changegoto 1endifendifWait for a new candidate columnuntil fSimplex algorithm terminatesgFigure 5: Iteration processor i10



kc = 0RepeatIf fReceived basis changeg thenapply basis changeelse if fReceived from processor i a set of candidates correspondingto basis kig thenIf fki > kcg thenFilter out the candidates already sent to other processorskc = kiendifSend to processor i a candidate to enter the basis and mark thecandidate as sentelse if fReceived from processor i a message that its currentcandidate is now unattractiveg thenSend to processor i a candidate to enter the basis and mark thecandidate as sentendifuntil fSimplex algorithm terminatesgFigure 6: Column selection managerkr = 0RepeatIf fReceived from processor i an o�er to perform CHUZR correspondingto basis kig thenIf fki > krg thenSend an acceptance of the o�erkr = kielseSend a refusal of the o�erendifendifuntil fSimplex algorithm terminatesgFigure 7: Row selection manager11



ERGOL OSLProblem CPU Simplex Iteration CPU Simplex Iteration(s) iterations rate (s) iterations rateSHELL 3.25 774 4:2 � 10�3 3.79 751 5:0� 10�3SCTAP3 12.3 1630 7:5 � 10�3 21.7 1677 1:3� 10�225FV47 95.8 4922 1:9 � 10�2 62.7 4164 1:5� 10�2GREENBEB 358. 11636 3:1 � 10�2 424. 11869 3:6� 10�2Table 1: Comparison of ERGOL and OSLwhich is associated with large sparse problems.The parallel code was developed using modules of our serial code ERGOL.The e�ciency of this code may be judged from the comparisons with OSL [1]given in Table 1. The CPU times on a SUN SPARCstation 5 are given for thefour Netlib [3] problems for which numerical results with the parallel codeare discussed in Section 2.5.A prototype code was developed using PVM for message-passing but thecommunication overhead, in particular the high latency of short messages,led to poor practical results. The result of replacing PVM by SHMEM isthat the communication overhead can be largely ignored.The inherent numerical instability of the product form update ismagni�ed in the context of the parallel algorithm above. Iteration processorsmay detect excessive growth due to choosing a small pivot value, and theinvert processor may, ultimately, detect a singular basis. As a result, a facilitywas required in order to reset the parallel LP code from a new factored inverseof a particular basis. A description of this procedure is beyond the scope ofthis paper.2.5 Numerical resultsNumerical results for four problems from the Netlib [3] test set are presentedin Tables 2-5. The �rst column of each table of results gives the numberof iteration processors, with zero corresponding to the serial code runningon one processor. The number of simplex iterations required to solve theproblem is given in the second column. Column three gives the total numberof candidates which prove to be unattractive when their pivotal column isbrought up-to-date. The �nal column gives the total CPU time in secondsto solve the problem, starting from a logical basis.The di�erence in the number of simplex iterations when the serial codeis used and the case where just one processor performs simplex iterations isexplained by the fact that di�erent basis matrices are inverted, leading to12



Iteration Simplex Unattractive CPUprocessors iterations candidates (s)0 774 - 3.01 759 0 3.62 772 198 2.13 766 312 1.54 742 341 1.25 762 469 0.936 803 421 0.858 814 779 0.7910 761 601 0.6612 783 977 0.62Table 2: SHELL: 537 rows 1775 columns 4900 nonzerosIteration Simplex Unattractive CPUprocessors iterations candidates (s)0 1681 - 15.81 1589 0 15.02 1949 520 10.43 2021 1005 7.74 2119 1387 6.65 2299 1410 6.46 2390 1876 6.08 2333 2418 5.010 2453 2843 4.912 2363 2771 4.5Table 3: SCTAP3: 1481 rows 2480 columns 10734 nonzerosdi�erent rounding and hence di�erent basis changes at degenerate vertices.For the �rst two problems there is no gain in e�ciency by performingINVERT in parallel with just one simplex iteration processor. However thereis a gain in e�ciency for 25FV47 and GREENBEB. This is partly becauseINVERTs are relatively more expensive for these problems but mainly due tothe signi�cant reduction in the average time for FTRAN and BTRAN whennew factored inverses are available more frequently.For SHELL, the number of iterations does not increase with the numberof iteration processors so a signi�cant speed-up over the time required forthe serial code is achieved.For SCTAP3 there is some increase in the number of simplex iterations13



Iteration Simplex Unattractive CPUprocessors iterations candidates (s)0 5003 - 1071 5263 0 742 6561 3247 623 7111 5542 514 8171 8825 525 8245 10710 466 7678 12082 408 9279 16760 44Table 4: 25FV47: 822 rows 1571 columns 11127 nonzerosIteration Simplex Unattractive CPUprocessors iterations candidates (s)0 11821 - 3841 11914 0 3192 14679 5852 2313 15883 10560 1934 16848 14966 1715 15444 16898 1376 17692 21057 1448 20556 28532 15510 18077 29873 119Table 5: GREENBEB: 2383 rows 5405 columns 31499 nonzerosso the e�ciency of using several iteration processors is not so marked as withSHELL.The practical performance of the parallel solver when applied to 25FV47is less good than with the �rst two problems. The number of iterations andunattractive candidates increases signi�cantly, limiting the speed-up that canbe achieved.GREENBEB is a medium sized problem and, although the candidatepersistence is poor, FTRAN is relatively inexpensive so signi�cant speed-upis still achieved.A typical Gantt chart of actual processor activity when solving LPproblems is illustrated in Figure 8. Processor activity is almost total,although some of this will be spent calculating pivotal columns for candidateswhich prove to be unattractive. Light grey boxes correspond to timeassociated with communication and, with the exception of the time spent14
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32.95 32.96 32.97 32.98 32.99 33C: CHUZC F: FTRAN R: CHUZR SI: Send new factored inverseFigure 8: Processor activity when solving GREENBEBbroadcasting the new factored inverse, is negligible. The work of updatingwith respect to simplex iterations determined on other processors isduplicated and appears in dark grey boxes. Once the new factored inverseis received, it is clear that the cost of performing FTRAN is immediatelyreduced.3 ConclusionsA parallel algorithm for the revised simplex method has been described andpractical results demonstrating speed-up of between 2.5 and 4.8 have beengiven. These results could be improved by further performance optimization.However, the limitations of the algorithm should also be addressed. TheDantzig column selection criterion is not often best and the reduced costsare calculated from scratch each time. If the reduced costs are updated thenthe PRICE operation can be considerably cheaper for sparse problems suchas SHELL. This is because the vector for PRICE is eTpB�1k which is generallyrather more sparse than cTBB�1k .An algorithmic development which leads from this observation is tomaintain reduced costs by updating them on one or more processors. Steepestedge weights for column selection could be updated on dedicated processors15



in a similar manner, allowing the expected total number of simplex iterationsto be reduced.Although most of the communication overhead has been minimized by theuse of SHMEM routines, the cost of broadcasting the new factored inverse isstill signi�cant. This factored inversemay only be applied a few times on eachprocessor and it may prove more e�cient to communicate the inverse to justone or two processors which would then communicate partially FTRANnedcolumns and complete BTRAN for columns whose BTRAN operation hasbeen started elsewhere.These algorithmic developments are currently being considered and areexpected to form the basis for future work.References[1] Optimization Subroutine Library, guide and reference, release 2.[2] G. B. Dantzig and W. Orchard-Hays. The product form for the inversein the simplex method. Math. Comp. , 8:64{67, 1954.[3] D. M. Gay. Electronic mail distribution of linear programming testproblems. Mathematical Programming Society COAL Newsletter, 13:10{12, 1985.[4] P. E. Gill, W. Murray, M. A. Saunders, and M. H. Wright. Sparse matrixmethods in optimization. SIAM J. Sci. Stat. Comput. , 5:562{589, 1984.[5] P. E. Gill, W. Murray, M. A. Saunders, and M. H. Wright. Apractical anti-cycling procedure for linear and nonlinear programming.Technical Report SOL 88-4, Systems Optimization Laboratory, StanfordUniversity, 1990.[6] D. Goldfarb and J. K. Reid. A practical steepest-edge simplex algorithm.Math. Prog., 12:361{371, 1977.[7] J. A. J. Hall and K. I. M. McKinnon. Update procedures for the parallelrevised simplex method. Technical Report MSR 92-13, Department ofMathematics and Statistics, University of Edinburgh, 1992.[8] P. M. J. Harris. Pivot selection methods of the Devex LP code.Math. Prog., 5:1{28, 1973. 16
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